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The aim of this study is to examine the uses of a construction of Biblical 

Hebrew syntax , I the so-called "nominal sentence" with "copula," or " verbless 

clause" with "pleonastic pronoun.,,2 The construction in question occurs in a num

ber of patterns with different kinds of constituents. These patterns may be reduced 

to two basic abstract formulae: x PR Y and x Y PR, in which PR stands for the pleo

nastic pronoun, and x and Y stand for other syntactic elements . The major possi

bilities may be represented by model sentences which will be used throughout this 

study as convenient mnemonic examples to refer to all statements of the same 

type .3 In most examples of x PR Y, both x and yare definite nouns (dliwid hu:> 4 
hammelek) .5 Less often, x is a personal pronoun COatta ha:J hammelek), an inter

rogative pronoun or adverb (mf ha:J hammelek, :Jayyeh ha:J hammelek), or a demon

strative pronoun (zeh lta :J hammelek).6 In most examples of x Y PR, X is a definite 

I. I wish to thank Professors Stephen J. Lieberman, Edward L. Greenstein, and Menahem Kaddari 
for their comments on earlier drafts of this paper. 

2. In this study the pronoun in question will be referred to as "pleonastic." "Copula" reflects an 
analogy with the copula of other languages. In English it is the verb " to be" which "connects" a subject 
with its "complement": "George is good." Since even those who use the term "copula" for Hebrew do 
not claim that the pronoun is truly . or only, a "copula" in this sense, that term will be avoided here. 

3. These examples are not intended! to represent a full inventory of variations but only the major 
types . Note especially that this study will not treat hilya, often viewed as a verbal "copula," but whose 
primary function is to indicate tense; nor will supposedly pleonastic pronouns in relative clauses be 
treated , as in {Imin habbi!hema ' iiiler 10' (ehora hf' , " from the animals which are not pure" (Gen. 7:2). 
The latter type should be studied in the context of relative clauses. 

4. The pleonastic pronoun appears to be first person in Gen. 42: II and second in Ps. 76:8. Lack of 
agreement in number or gender between pronoun and subject(s) is uncommon; cf. Isa. 47 : 10: Job 3: 19: 
Jer. 10:3. See S. R. Driver. A Treatise 011 the Use of the Tenses ill Hebrew (Oxford. 1892).268. obs. 2. 

5. The Y term is only rarely indefinite, and then seems to be mainly participles : cf. DeuL 31 :3: Ps . 
68:36; Isa. 43:25 . Other examples seem to be in effect definite; cf. Job 28:28 !lOkma (note /wi)okma in 
vv . 12 and 20); 2 Chr. 20:6 °jilOhfm. The X term is indefinite in a few cases: Lev. 13:4; Job 32:8; Song 
6:8-9 (numbers); ler. 50:25 (if the text is sound). Both X and Y terms may be indefinite in Prov . 2B:26. 
In Gen. 27 :38 the X term seems to be indefinite and the Y term a prepositional phrase. 

6. GKC treats the pleonastic pronoun with demonstratives and interrogatives "almost as enclitics" 
(§§136c-d) and separately from the "copula" (§14Ih); so also F. I. Andersen. Th e Hebrew Verbless 

15 
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noun, y an indefinite one 7 (diiwld melek haJ
).

8 

This study is limited in scope and reflects certain methodological constraints. 
Since only basic contours of meaning are of concern here, no diachronic distinc
tions will be made in the corpus of biblical evidence. Moreover, no attempt will 
be made, beyond a few peripheral observations, to penetrate into comparative or 
historical dimensions. Indeed, such penetration has often served to obscure the 
meaning of the biblical construction in its own context.9 However, it is also an 
illusion to suppose that study of an ancient language can proceed in a purely 
descriptive manner. Rather, I shall present several working hypotheses which, like 
all hypotheses, must be tested against further evidence. No claim is made that the 
meaning of a single biblical verse will be radically changed; but it is hoped that 
the light shed on the possible nature of the construction may result in a sharpened 
understanding of some passages and, in general, of the play of rhetorical stress 
and counter-stress so essential to literary meaning. If this discussion deals primar
ily with syntax its final focus is on literature. 

Historically, there have been two basic approaches to the pleonastic construc
tion. One approach views the clauses as essentially simple, and the pronoun as at 
least the beginnings of a true "copula." This view denies the pronoun any emphatic 
nuance. The other approach regards the clauses as compound and finds emphasis in 
at least some examples . A classical representati ve of the former view is A. Albrecht, 
of the latter view, S. R. Driver. 

Albrecht, whose study of word order in the nominal sentence remained 
influential for a century, regarded the pleonastic clauses as mere extensions of the 

Clause in the Pentateuch (Nashville, 1970), 36. To be sure, the former are commonly joined by a 
maqqep to the preceding term and are enclitic in later Hebrew; but this says nothing about the nature of 
the biblical construction. 

7. The Y term is rarely an adverb, e.g., Job 3: 19. It is more often an interrogative: Isa. 41:22; 49:21; 
Zech. I: 15 ; Ps. 39:5. The Y term in thi s construction is almost always indefinite, or at least less defined 
(i.e., a construct or suffixed noun) than the X term. Exceptions seem to be only apparently so; for example, 
Exod. 3:5; 16:36; 32: 16 really contain generic terms in construct. Gen . 40: 18 is a numeral in construct. 

8. These formats are often presented syntactically in terms of "subject" and "predicate" of the nom
inal sentence: 

dawid hU" hammeLek, "allli hCi ) hammeLek: subject-pronoun-predicate 
zeh h(J" hammeLek, mf hii" hammeLek: predicate (so. for demonstratives, Jotion, Grammaire, 
§ 154i; T. Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures in BiblicaL Hebrew (Jerusalem, 1985), 77)
pronoun-subject 
dawid meLek hu": subject-predicate-pronoun (lsa. 41 :4 and 46:4 are rare examples of predicate

subject-pronoun) 

This kind of presentation is avoided in this study, for the most part, because the establishment of "subject" 
and "predicate" in nominal clauses, especially when both are definite, is notoriously difficult and often arbi
trary. Moreover, discussion is bedeviled by the distinction between "grammatical" and " logical ," or "natural ," 
subject and predicate, the latter often associated with "emphasis" in some degree. For example, the frequent 
(but not universal) identification of demonstratives and interrogatives as "predicate" refers to their " logical" 
rather than their "grammatical" status, as can easily be seen by reference to corresponding verbal clauses: zeh 
qa{aL, m! qii{aL, etc., in which both are certainly grammatical subjects. In this essay "subject" and "predicate" 
will be used only as necessary to a certain point. 

9. Needless to say , reference to Modern Hebrew-not, alas, unattested in the literature-is particu

larly meaningless. 
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corresponding simple clauses, and the pronoun as virtually meaningless. He took 
pains to deny it any emphatic nuance. The only type he attempted to explain was 
that represented by diiwid hf{) hammelek. In such cases he maintained that the 
function of the pronoun was to separate the defined nouns, to prevent the second 
of them, the predicate, from being construed as in apposition to the first noun. IO 

His model was the "pronoun of separation" (ejamirtl lfa.yli) of Classical Arabic, 
which has that function. II Albrecht explicitly denied any link between the Hebrew 
pronoun and the emphasizing pronoun of Arabic ({jamirtl ttaJkidi). 

Albrecht's adherence to an Arabic model to explain Hebrew was typical of 
nineteenth century scholarship. His hidden agenda was to establish two word orders 
for the nominal clause: " normal" subject-predicate. and "inverted," " emphatic" 
predicate-subject. The use of the pleonastic pronoun, if emphatic in any way, would 
disturb this pristine polarity. 12 His concept of "emphasis," normally quite elastic, 
suddenly became rigid in considering possible emphasis in examples with the ple
onastic construction. 

S. R. Driver, whose discussion of the topic was brief but amazingly compre
hensive, viewed aU the constructions in question as compound clauses, some with, 
others without, or with less, emphatic nuance. He distinguished two basic types . 
The first involved extraposition of the subject of the simple sentence and resump
tion of the subject by the pleonastic pronoun which, as subject of the new main 
clause, is really no longer "pleonastic ." Thus, simple dawid hammelek, in which 
the predicate is a definite noun, is replaced by compound dawid hu J hammelek, lit
erally, "David, he is the king." Similarly, simple dawid melek, in which the pred
icate is an indefinite noun, is replaced by compound dawid melek hiF, literally. 
"David, a king is he ." 

Driver's position in regard to emphasis was curiously unclear. He stated that 
resumption is with emphasis on the subject in the case of dawid flu J hammelek: "David, 
he is the king;" but without such emphasis in the case of dawid melek hlP, "David. a 
king is he." Yet he also stated that in the Ilatter type "the subject . . . has greater prom
inence, and at the same time the pred[icate] .. . is not entirely deprived of emphasis.,,13 

Driver's discussion of the second type, represented by examples with pronomi
nal or interrogative elements in the initial position eatttl/ze/Zimf ht/J hammelek, etc.) 
was radically different. These examples he analyzed also as compound. but with 
"anticipation" of the following noun: "you are he : the king," "this is he: the king," 
"who is he: the king?" He did not seem to regard such examples as emphatic. 14 

10. C. Albrecht. "Die Wortstellung im hebraischen Nominalsatz," ZAW7 (1888),249-63, at 252. On 
the qamiTII lIa "kidi , see W. Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Langu<lge (Cambridge. 1967), 2:§ 130. Note 
Reckendorf's observation, pace Albrecht and Wright, that "es ist jedoch nicht immer mit Sicherheit zu 
sagen, ob Verstarkerungspron. oder bloss Kopula vorliegt ... " ; H. Reckendorf, Die sYlltaktischen Verhalt

nisse des Arabischell (Leiden, 1895),384. 
II. Wright , Grammar, 2: § 124. 
12. Andersen, Hebrew Verbless Clause, allows no emphasis. which is extraneous to his approach, 

other than as a surreptitious "contrastive focus" (p. 41): see on this J. Hoftijzer, "The Nominal Clause 
Reconsidered," VT 23 (1973) , 446-510, at 475. 

13. Driver, Treatise, 268. 

14. Driver also includes types with numerals in initial position, and supposedly "predicates," as 
examples of " imperfect anticipation;" cf. Isa 51: 19; ibid., 272 . 
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Two basic issues emerge from this sketch of previous study of the pleonastic 
construction: the problem of its syntactic nature, simple or compound; and of its 
function, syntactic ("separation") or rhetorical ("emphasis"). In discussing a dead 
Janguage such problems can never be "solved" definitively. Nevertheless, there 
are indirect arguments which seem to support Driver's view of the compound 
nature of at least some types. As he pointed out, the (admittedly rare) insertion of 
a particle in the x Y PR pattern before the y term (diiwid Mli):! melek ha:!) suggests 
that the Hebrews themselves regarded the initial term as extraposed in casus pen
dens, a common form of compound clause. In this regard, it is perhaps significant 
that the statistically dominant melek dawid type (indefinite noun-definite noun) 15 

is made pleonastic not by simple insertion of the pronoun (melek hU:! dawid) but 
by inversion of terms as well (diiwid melek ha:!), so that the resulting statement 
falls within the pattern of extraposition-resumption so common in the language. 16 

This inversion also suggests that the clause in question was felt to be compound. 
On the whole, therefore, Driver's analysis of the compound nature of the types 
involving resumption seems attractive. More problematic is his recourse to "antic
ipation" to explain types like :!attG./zehlmi h(j :! hammelek. Other scholars prefer to 
seek some other, possibly historical explanalion for such examples. 17 Anticipatory 
structures are rare in vso languages like Hebrew, although they are attested. 18 

Since the anticipatory types are limited in number and distribution and will not 
disturb the major points to be made in this study, they, too, will be viewed as 
compound. 

These compound patterns may be taken as Hebrew equivalents, in a general 
way, of "cleft sentences.'''9 In English clefting involves the replacement of a sim
ple clause like "George came" by a compound "it is George who came." The sub
ject and predicate of the simple clause have been "c1efled" and placed in different 
clauses; the subject as the "complement" of the copula "is" and its "dummy sub
ject" "it"; and the predicate as the predicate of a relative clause. Despite obvious 

15. This seems to be an assured result of Andersen's important study, Hebrew Verbless Clause. 

16. Andersen does not seem to mention this inversion in his " rule 4"; ibid. , 45. The only certain 
examples I find of the supposed sequence predicate-pronoun-subject (excl uding " logical" predicates like 
demonstratives and interrogatives) are the following: Lam. I: 18 .faddiq hfiJ YHWH, an acrostic; I Chr. 
9:26 kf be'emfina hemma JarbaCat gibbOre hassociirfm; and, possibly, the examples with a numeral in 
initial position, like Provo 30:29. It seems reasonable at least to suggest that the dominant inversion is 

motivated by a desire to avoid anticipation of the subject in a construction like *melek haJ dawid. 

17. Cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words, 67, 69-70. 
18. On anticipation, see GKC §§\3lm, n (given as examples of "apposi tion with suffixes"). It is 

important to note that anticipation seems to occur especially with demonstratives, above all with zeh, 

which , like (originally anaphoric) he, can also be used in pleonastic constructions. Zeh is especially 
common in constructions para llel to the troublesome anticipatory pattern; i.e., after pronouns eat/a 
zeh), interrogatives (mf zeh), etc. Zeh does seem to occur independently in anticipatory structures; so, 
with dates: zeh senatayim and , rare ly , zeh hayy6m (Ps. I04 :25-but see GKC §136, n. I). Compare 
Ezek. 3: 18 haJ rasac; note also the anticipation in 3:21 hizhart6 .faddfq). There seems to be little reason 
why, if mf zeh hQJfs can be construed as mt zeh: haJfS, "who is this: the man?" that mt ha' haJts cannot 

be construed as mt ha): ha)fs, "who is he: the man?" 
19. For an analysis of clefting in many types of languages, see H. Harries-Delisle, "Contrastive 

Emphasis and Cleft Sentences," in J. H. Greenberg, Universals of Human Language 4 (Stanford, 1978), 

515-86. 
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differences, the compound Hebrew constructions seem so similar that it is reason
able to regard them also as clef ted from simple clauses like dawid hammelek and 
dClwid melek (or melek dawid). In English cleft sentences serve to mark emphasis 
syntactically. Is this also the function of the Hebrew analogues? 

The second issue, that of function, is the major theme of this study. It cannot 
be denied that Albrecht is correct in maintaining that the insertion of a pronoun in 
the d£lwid ht'f) hammelek type to separate subject and predicate clarifies the syntac
tic structure. But is this clarification the main function , or merely an additional 
result, of the presence of the pronoun? In any case , what is its role in all the other 
types of statements in which it occurs? Is Driver perhaps right in viewing its func
tion as indicating "emphasis?" If so, to what degree? 

I propose to approach the problem of function by dealing first with the role of 
"emphasis," a problem which in my opinion admits of a definitive solution, at least 
in terms of the criteria to be established. I shall then turn to other aspects of func
tion, to present an over-all hypothesis in regard to the meaning of the pleonastic 
constructions. 

So long as "emphasis" is defined in an idiosyncratic manner, i.e ., as what I 
consider to be "important" in a given speech context, analysis is bound to be arbi
trary and speculative. Here "emphasis" will be defined in semantic terms in such a 
way as to limit arbitrariness . Emphasis is stress arising from contrast between two 
terms or topics in context. Examples in which the contrast is explicitly stated in 
the text may be taken as incontrovertibly "emphatic." This definition may be 
applied to the evidence. 

Analysis is based on examination of a corpus of about 130 examples of the 
pleonastic constructions in question, a comprehensive inventory of the biblical 
evidence.20 Because focus is on the role of contrastive emphasis, no distinction 
will be made between the several pleonastic patterns. The results are the follow
ing: after eliminating examples with doubtful text, and a few problematic exam
ples to be considered in an appendix, examination of the corpus reveals about 30 
examples of explicit contrastive emphasis. In all cases contrast arises immediately 

20. Omitted for textual reasons are the following: Gen. 15:2, a famous crux; Exod. 19: 13: unobjec
tionable linguistically but of uncertain reference in context-hemma perhaps refers to the mountain
climbing party of Exodus 24; Isa. 33:6, probably a gloss; Isa. 34: 16, in which pi hao is probably to be 
read as pi YHWH or pih,l; Isa. 44:9, in which henlllui is dotted and perhaps dittography; Isa. 57:6, 
almost certainly corrupt; Jer 6:28-1 suspect that kuli£lm maSiJirim hemma belongs with vv. 22 - 23; Jee 
10:8, which looks like a garbled repetition of vv. 3-4; Jee 45:4, in which initial wiPer is suspicious; 
Hos. I I :5, in an obscure context; Mic. 7:3, whose context looks corrupt or at least obscure; Zeph. 2: 12, 
in which the change of person looks suspicious. Qoh. 5:8 is a difficult and probably corrupt verse. 

The following verses are probably not examples of the pleonastic construction in question: Num. 
13:3: I suspect two clauses, kul/am °uniisim / riioge bene yi.l:ra )el "emma, "all of them (important) men; 
they were leaders of Israel." On )is as "great, brave, important man," cf. I Sam. 26: 15. Note also I 
Sam. 4:9; I Kgs. 2:2; see also the comments of Rashi and Ibn Ezra. 2 Sam. 23: 18.20 (I Che II :20,22) 
are probably not clef ted but represent part of a list in which the function is anaphoric: "he is the one 
who ... "; Isa. I: 13: parallelism suggests that qetorer. which is parallel to minlJar saw), may also be the 
object of the verb: "(Do not continue to bring) incense-it is an abomination to me I " This reading was 
suggested to me by Dr. Baruch Levine: Job 3: 19: the sense of hao is uncertain, as is the syntax; d. M. 
Pope, Job. AB (Garden City, NY. 1965). 32. 
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from the context; for example: Deut. 1: 17 loJ tiigudi mippene Jis kI hammispii/ 
teJlohlm hCtJ, "Do not be afraid of man, for it is God to whom judgment belongs"; 
Job 28:28 hen yirJat Jiidoniiy hlJ I;okmd wesCtr meriic bind, "It is fear of the Lord 
that is wisdom and avoiding evil that is understanding." Contrast here is between 
hidden, cosmic wisdom, inaccessible to man, and the topic of the preceding poem, 
and piety, man's "true" wisdom.21 

It seems possible to apply the strict definition of contrastive focus to certain 
examples of implicit emphasis, all of which in some way involve divinity. Some of 
the explicitly contrastive examples refer to God; for example, Deu!. 4:35 ki YHWH 
hCtJ hiiJelohfm Jen cod millebaddo, "for it is YHWH who is God, none but He 
alone"; cf. also 4:39; Josh. 24:27; 1 Kgs. 8:60; 18:39; Jer. 14:22; Neh. 9:6, 7. It 
seems likely that, especially in the context of hymns and prayers, such references 
to divinity may always be understood to imply contrast with other gods or divine 
beings, even if unstated. The nuance may be expressed as "God alone," "He 
alone," "1 alone," etc.; or, as required by context, "God Himself," "You Yourself," 
etc.; for example: Josh . 23:3 "You have seen everything YHWH your God has 
done to these nations for your sake"-kf YHWH J eli5hekem hCtJ hannill;iim liikem
"for it was YHWH your God Himself who fought for you ." Such implicit emphasis 
may even involve a pronominal suffix: Ps. 39:8 "And now, how else can I look for 
help, 0 YHWH"-tol;altf lekli hf-"my hope is in You alone!,,22 

Such strongly implicitly contrastive statements brings the total of emphatic 
examples to about 55, or nearly half of the corpus. One question may therefore be 
answered definitively: no more than half the number of pleonastic examples dis
play documentable emphasis. Even in these cases, it is circular to state that cleft
ing "marks" contrast, since the latter was determined by context alone. It is only 
certain that in half of the examples cJefting accompanies emphasis. 

This does not mean that emphasis is absent in the other half of the corpus, 
any more than it is in the hundreds of biblical clauses which are clearly contras
tive in context but which contain no pleonastic pronoun; to cite a famous example: 

21. Other examples are (contrast in parentheses): Gen. 30:33 ("my wages"); Gen. 31: 16 (Rachel's 
and Leah's. not Laban's); Gen. 31:43 (Laban's, not Jacob's); Gen. 34:23 (Shechem's, not Simeon's and 
Levi's); Gen. 41 :25 (one dream, not two); Gen. 48:5 (Jacob's, not Joseph's); Lev. 13:4 (not previous 
symptoms); Lev. 13: 15 (not the white flesh); Lev. 25:33 (not other property); Deut. 4:35, 39 (God, none 
other; cf. also I Kgs. 8:60; Neh. 9:6-7); Deut. 10:9 (not another inheritance; cf. also 18:2; Josh. 13:14, 
33; Lev. 25:33); Deut. 14: 19 (vs. clean fowl); Deut. 31:3 (not Moses; cf. also v. 6); Josh. 22:22 (God 
vs. Israel); Josh. 24: L 7 (other gods); I Kgs. 18:39 (not Baal; cf. also Jer. 14:22); Provo 28:26 (he who 
trusts in his own intellect vs. he who walks in true wisdom); Job 32:8 (spirit vs. longevity); Song 6:8, 
9 (sixty vS. one); QOh. 1:9 (contrast with "nothing new"); Neh. 8: 10 (contrast with " don't grieve"); 

I Chr. 21: 17 ("these sheep"). 
22. Other examples: Deut. 3:22; 7:9; 9:3 (cf. also 31:6,9); 10: 17; Josh. 23:3, 10; Ps. 24: 10; 68 :36; 

100:3; 2 Chr. 33:13. Pronominal examples: 'alia: 2 Sam. 7:28 = I Chr. 17:26; 2 Kgs. 19:/5; Isa. 51:9; 
Jer. 14:22; Ps. 44:5; 'aniP anoki: Isa. 41:4; 43:25; 51:12; 52:6. Isa. 43:10; 13; 46:4; 48:12 probably 
belong in this category. Isa. 43: to seems to contain a relative clause as predicate: "1 am the one before 
whom no other god was created" (note the similarity to Ps. 102:28, in which the relative clause is per
haps preceded by waw: "you are He whose years have no end"). Isa. 48: 12 displays repetition of the sub
ject. In 46:4 the pronoun may anticipate the verb in the following clause and so be an example of the 
verbal construction to be discussed below: "To old age it is I, to hoary age it is I who bears ... . " These 
susp~nded, repetitive structures are beloved by Second Isaiah and need further study; see the Appendix. 
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Exod. 9:27 YHWH ha,~.raddfq wa:Jiinf wecammf hiiresacfm, "it is YHWH who is the 
blameless one, I and my people the guilty ones." In such cases emphasis was pre
sumably marked phonetically by intonation and pitch-as, indeed, it may have 
been also with the contrastive clef ted examples. Pleonastic, but non-contrastive, 
examples may also have been so marked phonologically. 

One may "feel" that a pleonastic question like mf ha:J hammelek is somehow 
"stronger" than simple ml hammelek, and perhaps that mf ha:J zeh hammelek is 
"stronger" than either. 23 But there are not sufficient examples in complementary 
distribution to establish such a point conclusively. It therefore seems inaccurate to 
view the construction with pleonastic pronoun as "emphatic" in any but the lim
ited sense presented here: in about half the cases it occurs in explicitly or implic
itly contrastive contexts. In terms of what is provable, instead of merely "felt," no 
broader conclusion seems justified. 

II 

Despite this essentially negative result in regard to emphasis, it is still pos
sible to posit a single function for virtually all examples of the pleonastic con
struction. It is necessary first to inventory the types of contexts in which they 
appear in terms of their role in the flow of discourse. There are seven such contex
tual functions : 

I . Syntactic resumption : in both x PR y and x Y PR formats examples occur in 
which the pronoun resumes a long initial extraposed phrase. The latter may con
sist of a relative or participial phrase or, less commonly, a compound coordinated 
phrase; for example, Gen. 2: 19 wekol :Jiiser yiqra:J La hii :Jiidiim . .. ha:J sema, 

"whatever Man called it ... that was its name." It is reasonable to suggest with 
Driver and others that in such cases the aim is syntactic clarity, a matter of lin
guistic perception. The resumption of the long extraposed phrase helps the listener 
grasp its function in the larger sentence.24 

2. Topical reference: in some examples the initial term refers to a topic mentioned 
in the immediately preceding context, so that a translation "the aforementioned" is 
appropriate; for example, Gen. 9: 18 we/:liim ha:J :Jiibf keniican, "it was (the aforemen
tioned) Ham who was the father of Canaan.,,25 Some examples are definitions; for 

23. For example. it seems likely that in Ps. 24: 10 m; hll" zeh melek hakkilbOd / YHWH si'ba' {it hiF 
melek hakkiibOd, as the culmination of the hymn. is more "emphatic" than v. 8, which lacks the pleo
nastic pronoun. But what is the nuance of meaning in the presence of the pleonastic pronoun in the rep
etition of miiit (hemma) Jet/eh in Zech. 1 :9? 

24. Other examples: Gen. 24:44; 30:33 (contrastive); 31:16 (contrastive); 31:43 (contrastive); 34:23 
(contrastive); 48:5 (contrastive); Exod. 3:5 (cf. Josh. 5:15); Lev. 11:10, 12,23,26, 27 (ef. Deut. 14:10; 
27:30); Num. 16:7; 18:9; 19:15; 32:4; Josh. 6:19; I Kgs. 18:24; Jer. 41:9; Ezek. 42:13; Qoh. 1:9; 5:8; 
Dan. 8:21. Ezek. 27:13, 17,21,22, may offer rare examples of contrastive environments. The cited 
verses occur in an inventory of the great symbolic ship of Tyre, a listing all the nationalities that 
manned it and were the merchants in it. In the long list the cited verses display the pleonastic construc
tion, the others do not. It is a fact that the e1efted examples have a subject composed of two or more 
coordinated terms; the non-e1efted are formed with only one subject. Contrast, for example, 27: 13 : 
yawiill tubal wiimeSek hemma rokeliiyik with 27: 15: belle dedall rakelayik. 

25. Other examples (many of which will be discussed in detail below): Gen. 2: 14; 36:8; 42:6; Exod. 
32:16; 39:5,14; Num. 1:4 (cf. Josh. 22:14); 21:26; I Sam. 1:13; 17:14; 2 Sam. 21:2; Dan. 8:26. 
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example, Exod. 16:36 wehiicomer ciisirit haJepa haJ, "the (aforementioned) omer is one 
tenth on an ephah.,,26 Others involve interpretations of dreams or visions; for example, 
Gen. 40: 12 seloset hassiirigfm setoset yiimfm hem, "the (aforementioned) three 
branches are three days.'m 

3. Questions: the pleonastic construction occurs in some interrogative 
clauses (mainly the mf haJ hammelek or hammelek Jayyeh haJ patterns); for 
example, Gen. 21 :29 miih henna sebac kebiisot hii"elleh, "what, then, are these 
seven sheep?"; Isa. 49:21: "elleh Jepoh hem, "where, then, are these?,,28 

4. Demonstratives: some examples involve demonstratives (the zeh haJ ham
melek types); for example, Gen. 25: 16 Jelleh hem bene yismiiCel, "the aforemen
tioned are the sons of Ishmael." Like the cited case, the examples with Jelleh are 
resumpti ve, and some are after lists, like the following category. 29 

5. Lists: a few examples contain no demonstrative pronoun and introduce 
rather than follow a list; for example, Provo 30:24 Jarbiica hem qetanne Jiires, 
"four things are the tiniest on earth.,,30 

6. Causal clauses: a large category (about 30 examples) is composed of 
causal subordinate clauses. The majority are headed by kf; for example, Gen. 
45:20 "Don't worry about your moveables"-kf tab kol Jeres misrayim lakem 
hCt"-"for yours is the best of the whole land of Egypt." A smaller number of 
cases lack introductory kf but are definitely logically causal in context in that they 
express a motive for the action in another clause; for example, Ezek. 18:4 hen kol 
hannepasot If henna kenepes haJab aknepd habben If henna hannepes ha!;i5teJt 
hfJ tamal, "(because) all lives are mine, both the life of the father and the life of 
the son, it is the individual ('life') that sins that will die.,,31 

7. Contrastive: some examples fall into none of the cited categories but are 
indeed like many of the above, clearly contrastive in nuance; for example, 1 Kgs. 
18:39 YHWH ha" haJelohfm, "it is YHWH alone who is God!,,32 

On the one hand, these categories are certainly heterogeneous. Three distinct 
foci are represented. Some categories represent a primarily syntactic function (1, 3, 
4 and 6). Others (2 and 5) have a predominantly thematic connection to their con
text and may be said to represent a semantic focus. One category (7) is rhetorical 
in nature. 

26. Also Num. II :7. 
27. Also Gen. 40:18; 41:26; Isa. 9:14 (note: indefinite ... definite l ) 

28. Additional examples: (X PR Y): Gen. 27:33; Ezek. 38: 17; Zech. 1:9; 4:5; Ps. 24: 10; Job 4:7; 
Est. 7:5; (X Y PRJ: Isa. 41:22; Zech. 1: 15; Ps. 39:5. Gen. 27:38 probably belongs in this category. 

29. Also (with zeh): Qoh. 1: 17; I Chr. 22: I; with 'elleh: Num. 3:20. 21, 27, 33; I Sam. 4:8; I Chr. 
1:31; 8:6; 12:16. 

30. Also Provo 30:29; Isa. 51 :9. 
31. Examples with ki: Gen. 45:20; Lev. 17:11, 14; 25:33; Deut. 1:17; 3:22; 4:24; 10:17; 11:10; 

30:1 I; Josh. 23:3,10; 24:17; Jer. 10:3; 31:8; 50:25; Ezek. 3:7; Qoh. 9:4; Neh. 8:10; I Chr. 9:25; 2 Chr. 
28:23. The following examples seem to be logically causal in context, although they lack a conjunction: 
Gen. 34:21; 47:6; Lev. 13:15; 27:28; Jer. 45:4; Mal. 1:7, 12; Neh. 8:9. Admittedly, other subordinate 
nuances are possible in some of these examples. 

32. Among other examples: Deul. 4:35, 39; 10:9; 18:2; Josh. 13: 14, 33, etc. It seems that many 

purely contrastive examples involve divinity, like the one cited. 
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On the other hand, the separate foci frequently overlap, most notably in the 
case of rhetorical contrast which, as stated above, involves about half of the cor
pus. Moreover, there are distinct similarities between some categories. Specifi
cally, categories 3 and 5 are anticipatory in nature and 1,2 and 4 resumptive. In 
fact, I believe this blending and overlapping is the result of a common denomina
tor that underlies all seven categories. It is scarcely coincidental that all involve 
segments of speech in which relationship plays a primary role. This relational 
aspect applies not only to examples displaying anticipation or resumption,33 but 
also by its very nature to the contrastive category (7) and to causal clauses (6), 
which serve as the motive for another statement.34 The divergence of focus 
through which this relational function finds expression obscures but does not 
negate its central role. 

This central relational aspect may also be termed "deictic" or, to avoid the 
narrower connotations of that term, "indicatory." All the clauses in which the ple
onastic construction occurs "point to" another aspect of the speech context, 
another clause or, in the case of syntactic resumption (I), part of a clause, in 
regard to some aspect of syntactic, topical or rhetorical function. 

Here again, it cannot be proven that the pleonastic construction is the marker 
of this relational, indicatory function; merely that it accompanies it. Yet as a 
bystander at many crimes is likely to bring suspicion upon himself as a possible 
perpetrator, it is difficult to believe that the presence of the pleonastic construction 
in so many diverse statements of essentially similar import is only incidental. It 
may therefore be posited as a working hypothesis that the function of that con
struction is to highlight, or foreground, the relational aspect inherent in all state
ments in connected speech in such a way as to indicate its special relevance to the 
given context. In other words, if the utterance is a question , that fact is under
scored; if the introduction to a list, that fact is stressed. If the contrast is present in 
context, that fact is brought to the fore; and so on. It is in this sense that the 

33. J. Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics (Cambridge, 1968). 308, notes the role of 
"expectation" in some kinds of interrogative utterances; i.e. , in questions which expect a "yes" or "no" 
answer, etc ., and views the distinctions as modal in nature. 

34. In many languages causal clauses, at least of some types. are formed in ways that reveal their 
anticipatory-resumptive nature. It is a striking fact that in many languages some ways, often the oldest . 
of forming causal clauses, as well as some other types of subordinate clauses, are by openly anticipatory
resumptive structures, often with deictic elements. For example. Old English often employed a "double 
determinative" construction with the instrumental case of "that" ; literally, "on that account. that. ..... 
Thus, "I went to bed on that account , that: I was tired." Alternatively use was made of deictic " so" 
"which .. . pointed as with an index finger to the following explanatory remark : 'I am going to bed, .w 

(~ it is thus) I am very tired" ; G. Curme. Syntax (Boston. 193 I). 3 I 3. Strengthened by "all" (like Modern 
German a/so) this deictic compound eventually became modern causal "as." Similar constructions might 
be paralleled in many European languages. A few random examples: Russian potomy cto , " because" (lit
erally: "for that, that") seems close to the Old English construction mentioned above. Old High German 
was even more direct in its use of anticipatory-resumptive patterns. It often employed interrogative wall , 
" why," in causal clauses. Literally, one said, "I went to bed early, why? I was tired"; cf. W. Lockwood, 
Historical Germall Syntax (Oxford, 1968), 230. Note also French car, "because," from Latin quare, 
"why" : and Italian perche, used both for "why" and " because:' Greek /wti seems to reflect the deictic 
construction. Closer to Hebrew, Arabic tr'alf(lfa) may be formed with deictic elements. 
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construction's function might be called "emphatic," if by that term one means the 
foregrounding of the fact of relationship.35 

III 

Up to this point our discussion of the clef ted construction may fairly be 
termed descriptive. It may be possible to view the suggested relational, fore
grounding function as secondary, the by-product , as it were, of some hypothetical 
primary function other than the one presented here; but that other function must, 
of course, be demonstrated. 

What is the logic of the link between clefting and the indicatory function? 
Syntactic discussion of Hebrew has not progressed to the point where such a ques
tion can be answered with confidence. However, it may be suggested here that the 
link may be asseveration. It is interesting to note that the only type of subordinate 
clause commonly found with the pleonastic construction is the causal clause 
headed by kf. In such clauses it is reasonable to view the function of that particle 

Biblical Hebrew itself possesses ways of forming causa l clauses that clearly involve anticipation
resumption, especially the use of kf followed or preceded by cal ken or ltiken in the main clause; e.g ., 
Gen. 11:9 cal ken qarti" semah babel ki stim btilal YHWH ;,'epat kal hti' arq , literally "therefore was its 
name called Babel: because there YHWH mixed up the language of all the earth." Especially interesting 
is the use, admittedly infrequent, of kf cal ken in the causal clause itself; for example, 2 Sam. 18:20 
(Qere) wehayyom hazzeh 10' tebaHer kf cal ken ben hammelek met, "but today you shall not bring news 
because (lit.: for this:) a king's son has died." One may al so note the use of bezli' t in the sense of " on 
account of this," quite like the use of the instrumental case of the demonstrative in the Old English con
struction cited above; for example: Ps. 41: 12 bi!zln yiidaCtf kf biipa$ta bf ki /0' yariaC 'oyebi Clilay, 
"because of this (lit.: by means of this) I know that you favor me: that my enemy will never shout in tri

umph over me." (Bezo"t is commonly used with impf. to indicate purpose, result , also an anticipatory
resumptive function; e.g., Gen. 34:22 (cf. 15) 'ak beZii' t ye' ota liina ha' i1/ttisfm !asebet ' itllinil .. 
bi!himmol liina kol zakiir, "but it is only through this that these men would be willing to live with 
us ... : that all our males be circumcised (lit. through the circumcising ... )." 

Most significant of all, of course, is the probably deictic origin of kf itself, related to ken and koh, as 
well as the preposition ke(mo), quite on the pattern of English "as" from deictic "(all) so" mentioned 
above; cf. Akkadian kf and ki"am, as well as kima. 

35. Several points must be noted: (I) The basic meaning of the sequence of terms , as (perhaps) 
determined by word order, is unaffected by clefting with the pleonastic pronoun. Examples may belong 
to X PR Y or X Y PR patterns , although certain categories seem to display a preference for one or the 
other. For example, causal clauses seem to show an affinity for the sequence X Y PR, Andersen's 
"clauses of classification." However, I can find no conclusive patterns. That the pleonastic pattern 
reproduces the word order for the "core sequence," subject-predicate for "clauses of identification" and 
predicate-subject for "clauses of classification" (Andersen, Hebrew Verbless Clause), seems also to 
have been noticed by Driver, Treatise 268. The hypothetical distinction between the two types is not 
affected by the topic of this study. (2) There is a frequent interpenetration of categories; i.e ., many 
examples belong to more than one, so that the assignment of a given example to one or another cate
gory reflects my impression of which nuance seems to be dominant. So, to give just two examples, 
Exod. 3:5 and Josh . 5: 15, assigned above to the category of syntactic resumption, are both also causal 

clauses. There seems to be little point in listing here all the possible intersections. Reassignment of 
individual examples to other categories would not afl"ect the hypotheses presented in this study, so long 
as the over-all repertoire remains the same. Of course, the Ilargest single feature of interpenetration is 
contrastive emphasis, which extends to about half the corpus. 
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as primarily asseverative. Indeed, it is often difficult to determine whether the 
sense of kf in such cases is "truly" or "because," or both. It is therefore possible 
that the primary function of clefting is to foreground the fact of predication itself, 
as in "David is indeed the king," or the like. This foregrounding of predication 
then easily passes over to the relational aspect, even to subordination in some 
cases. The logical connection is that which can also be observed in many clauses 
headed by himleh, also probably a clefled type of construction, which must often 
be viewed, or at least translated, as logically subordinate in a variety of nuances
" because," "although," etc.-as required by context. This pattern of logic may be 
discerned by comparing two sets of English sentences: (l) ''I'm tired . I'm going to 
bed." (2) "Look here, I'm tired. I'm going to bed." In both sets the first sentence is 
logically causative (or the second logically resultative); but in the second set the 
relational, even subordinate nature of their juxtaposition is made more pronounced 
by the fact that the circumstance of fatigue is foregrounded. 

In the case of the Hebrew constructions, the foregrounding of the fact of 
predication is put to use as an (optional) syntactic marker of the fact that a whole 
statement, or part of a statement, has some heightened relevance to another aspect 
of the immediate speech situation. The exact nuance, or nuances, are determined 
by context, according to the range of meanings allowed by the categories listed 
above, the largest single nuance being contrastive emphasis. In later Hebrew this 
original function became weakened and the pronoun could be viewed as a "pro
noun of separation" or a "copula," etc. Its use in the Bible, however, is much more 
subtle and context conditioned, as I have tried to show. 

IV 

The t'oregrounding function ot' the clefting construction can be put to sophis
ticated literary use by biblical authors. Especially interesting is the way that legit
imate ambiguity in regard to anticipatory and resumptive functions of the 
construction can be made to serve as a kind of "hinge" in a narrative. The follow
ing examples will illustrate this device: 

Gen . 9: 18: The sons of Noah who emerged from the ark were Shem. Ham and Japheth

lVehtim hl10 °iibf kenl'fan-and the (aforementioned) Ham was the father of Canaan. 

Exod. 32: 16: Moses came back down the mountain with the two covenant tablets in hi s 

hand. tablets written on both sides. front and back-lVi!ha/lii~1iit maciiseh "i!lOhim hbnmu 
wehammiklilb miktab ""lOhim hu"-and the (aforementioned) tablets were divine work
manship. and the (aforementioned) writing was divine script. 

1 Sam. 17: 12-14: Now David was the son of an Ephrathite .. . named Jesse who had 

eight sons ... the name of the three who had gone to war were: Eliab. the eldest ... -

wMiiwid hiF haqqata1l-the (aforementioned) David was the youngest. 

All three examples clearly resume topics mentioned previously in their context. 
Yet just as clearly they point forward to a following narrative, as many commen
tators have noted: Gen. 9: 18 to the curse of Canaan; Exod. 32: 16 to the breaking 
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of those divine tablets;36 and 1 Sam. 17:14 to the killing of the giant Goliath by 
this youngest son of Jesse. 37 

Num. 21:26 is similar: "so Israel settled in all the Amorite cities, including 
Heshbon and its . dependent towns-kf /:!e§bon cfr sf/:!on melek ha~emorf he "for 
the (aforementioned) Heshbon was the city of Sihon, king of the Amorites .. . . " 
The clause is not only resumptive but also causal and as such introduces the fol
lowing passage, which deals with Sihon's capture of Heshbon. The aim is to 
explain how Heshbon, a Moabite town, came to be Israelite-a touchy subject, as 
Judges II shows. 

Gen. 36:8 is another literary hinge: cesaw hU~ ~edi5m, "(the aforementioned) 
Esau is Edom." This clause resumes the previous narrative and also serves as an 
introduction to the following genealogy: we~elleh tolMot cesaw ~iibf ~M8m.38 
Num. 13:32 is a syntactically resumptive example of the clefting construction : 
ha~are.~ ~(iSer cabarnu bah latur ~otah ~eres ~akelet yosebeha hf~, "the land we 
passed through to spy out is a man-devouring land." At the same time it is surely 
intended to contrast with the parallel statement in 14:7: hli~ares ~iiser ~abarnu bah 
latiir ~otah roba hliJare.~ meJad mead. This sentence is marked as emphatic not 
only by contrast but also by the double adverb and the resumption of the extrap
osed subject by the noun itself rather than by a pronoun: "the land we passed 
through to spy out, that land is very, very good ." 

A most clever use of the hinge device is Gen. 42:6 weyosep hU~ hassaltir Cal 
ha~are.~ huJ hammasbfr lekol cam haJare.~, "as for (the aforementioned) Joseph, it 
was he who was the administrator over the land, who was supplying food to all the 
people of the earth." This translation tries to capture some of the nuances of the 
sentence in context. On the one hand weyosep hU~ hassallft is resumptive topicaJly. 
It is important to note that 42:7-45 : 16 forms the core of the Joseph story, encap
sulated, as it were, by the descent of the brothers to Egypt in 42: 1-5 and the Phar
aonic invitation to re-descend in 45: 17ff. The key phrase ~a/:!e yosep, "Joseph's 
brothers," occurs only in this opening and closing framework (42:3, 6; 45: 16). In 
42:3-6 Joseph is intentionally highlighted by the author in a manner that seems to 
be an attempt to account for all the brothers: "so Joseph's ten brothers went 
down ... but Benjamin, Joseph's brother, Jacob would not send ... as for (the 
aforementioned) Joseph .... The structure is reminiscent of the opening of the 
book of Exodus (weyosep hayCi bemisrayim) where there is a similar accounting of 
the brothers. The striking use of bene yisra~el in Gen. 42:5, as in Exod. 1: 1, per
haps strengthens the associative link between the narratives. The literary force of 
the resumption in Genesis 42 is effective. The story is gathering its strength, so to 
speak, by accounting for all the protagonists before the central episodes. On the 

36. The later tablets were apparently not as divine as the first. Despite wi!kiltabtf of Exod. 34: I, they 
were Moses's work (34:27); all the more reason to highlight the divinity of tho"e thot were broke" 

through Israel's rebellion . 
37 . Perhaps significant in this regard is the foregrounding of °a/Jfw haggadol in 17:28. 
38. Note the echo of the opening phrase of the passage: wieelleh toledot cesaw h(J° 'edom, "the fol

lowing are the generations of Esau, that is, Edom." Here hfio has its (perhaps original) anaphoric func
tion as in hUo Jahc7ron umoseh ... huJ moseh wi!Jahiiron (Exod. 6:26-27), etc. 
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other hand weyosep hiP haHaW!, etc., obviously anticipates the following narra
tive as a kind of introductory circumstantial clause, setting the specific scene of 
42:7ff. The phrase is one of the most artful hinges in the Hebrew Bible. 

V 

Driver and others have noted, very briefly and sometimes offhandedly,39 the 
similarity between the nominal construction represented by dawid hk) hammelek 
and certain verbal constructions, which may be represented by dawid ha:J qa!al 
(yiq{ol) . Here, too, the subject of the simple clause dawid qata1 (or qa(al dawid) is 
extraposed in casus pendens and resumed by a pleonastic pronoun. However, the 
position of the second noun is taken by a finite verb, of which the pronoun is also 
the subject: "David, he killed." 

There are strong reasons for associating the nominal and verbal constructions 
(an intermediate stage perhaps being sentences with participles like dawid ha:J 
(haq)qo(el). Some examples occur in the same passages; for example, Josh. 22:22 
:Jet :Jeli5hfm YHWH ha:J yodeaC weyisra:Jel h(p yedac, "God, very God, YHWH 
knows and Israel must know ... . " Some statements are so alike that it is difficult 
not to view them as essentially paraliel; for example, as Driver noted, Prov. 30:24 
:Jarbaca hem qeranne :Jare.r, "four things are among the tiniest on the earth," or 
30:29 selMa hemma merfbe ~acad, "three things have graceful gaits"-both nom
inal clauses-and a verbal clause like Prov. 30: 18 selMel hemma niple:Ja mim

mennf, "three things are too difficult for me to comprehend"; cf. Provo 6: 16. 
Driver viewed the verb in such cases as nominalized, i.e., as a relative clause: 

dawid IlIi:J qatal = diiwid ha;) :!aser qatal,40 so that the verbal pattern is in fact 
nominal, in every way equivalent to di/wid ha:! hammelek. Like the latter, the ver
bal construction may be viewed as clef ted, a compound sentence. 

Of the approximately 65 examples of this construction I have located in the 
Hebrew Bible,41 the only large category representing the syntactic focus is syntactic 
resumption (about 20 examples): Gen. 3: 12 ha;)issa :!aser natalta cimmadf hf:! natena 

Ii . .. , "it was the woman you put with me who gave me .... ,,42 A few examples 
are questions, mainly of the mf ha;) qatal type: Job B: 19 mt ha;) yarfb cimmadf, "who 
is it that would bring a suit against me?,,43 The causal category is represented only 
by a couple of examples: Lev. 17: 11 kf haddam ha:! bannepes yekapper, "for it is the 

39. Driver, Treatise, 272; Muraoka. Emphatic Words, 82; note also Konig, cited by Muraoka in note 
2; A. Bendavid, Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew (Tel Aviv, 1971),2:740 [in Hebrew). 

40. Driver. Treatise. 272. Supporting this interpretation are passages like I Chr. 21:7 wa"li"f hu ' 

"liSer /Jiitti"ti and Ezek. 38: 17 /wOattll hU o "tHer dibbartf. Possible support is also from constructions 
with IVaII' between constituents: cf. Ps. 102:28: wi"allil htF IiSn6tekii /0" yittiillllllu; see GKe § 143d. 
Note also Mic. 7:12. 

41. Omitted are: I Sam 3: 18, which probably consists of two clauses: "it is YHWH. He will do as 
He pleases"; note the disjunctive accent; Job 31: 12: if the text is sound, the pronoun probably continues 
those of V. II: " it is a fire (that burns to Abaddon. . "; Hos. 7:8 , whose context is obscure. 

42. Other examples: Gen. 14:24; 15:4; 24:7; 44:17: Exod. 12:16; Deut. 1:30.38.39 (cf. 1:36); Josh. 
22:22: Jud. 7:4; I Sam. 17:37; Isa. 33:22; Ezek. 36:7; 44:15; Qoh. 3:14 (cf. also 3:13); 5:18. 

43. Other examples: Isa. 50:9; Jer. 30:21; 49:12; Ezek. 38:17; Job 9:24; 17:3; 41:2. 
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blood which substitutes for life.,,44 The semantic focus is represented hardly at all 
in terms of separate categories. Although some examples assigned primarily to other 
foci may also be topically resumptive, the latter category is present independently 
perhaps only in Num. 35: 19 gi)Jel haddam huJ yamft Jet hari)$ea/:L, "it is the (afore
mentioned) blood avenger who shall kill the murderer." Otherwise, semantic focus 
is found only in Provo 30: IS, an introduction to a list.45 

The dominant focus is rhetorical. Contrastive emphasis accounts for about 30 
units; for example, Isa. 3S: 19 /:Lay /:Lay ha J yodeka, "(not the dead) it is the living 
man, the living man who can praise you!,,46 Most examples are explicitly contras
tive; a few represent the type of implicit emphasis, centering on divinity, men
tioned above.47 Since most examples of the large category of syntactic resumption 
are also explicitly contrastive,48 about two-thirds of the corpus of verbal pleonas
tic examples may be said to express emphasis. This high proportion is to be 
expected. In verbal examples the pleonast,ic pronoun not only resumes the extrap
osed subject but also anticipates the following finite verb. it is doubly redundant 
and, according to the usual understanding of expressed pronominal subjects with 
finite verbs, doubly "emphatic." 

Like the nominal, the verbal clef ted construction can put its foregrounding 
function to literary use. In Ps. 23:4 one can see that clefting is employed not only 
to highlight a phrase or a statement, but specifically to bring focus on a pronomi
nal suffix: fibreka umiSCanteka hemmii yena/:Lamunf. No statement could be more 
definitely clef ted right down the middle ; hence the common translation, "your rod 
and your staff, they comfort me.,,49 However, examination of the preceding con
text makes it clear that the nuance must be captured by an English cleft sentence: 
"it is your rod and your staff which comfort me." 

Analysis of the first part of v. 4 establishes this point conclusively. It is the 
very core of the psalm, as can be demonstrated even diagrammatically: clauses 

44. With inversion of verb and prepositional phrases; cf. vv. II. 14 (nominal). 2 Sam. 14: 19 is the 
only other example I find with kf. A possible causal clause without conjunction is Provo 6:32, since the 
logical relationship of the clauses is most pointed if causal: "he who commits adultery with a woman is 
lacking in intelligence, for it is only someone who would destroy himself who would do that." 

45. But many examples assigned primarily to other categories may also be viewed as examples of 
topical resumption; so, e.g., Josh. 22:23 (implicit contrast); 2 Sam. 14: 19 (causal), etc. Note that in 
Num. 35: 19 resumed is not only gli' el haddam (v. 12) but also the repeated death sentences of the pre
ceding verses. Note the use of the pleonastic pronoun also in the next phrase: "it is when he meets him 
that he may kill him." Both clauses seem not only to resume but also to contrast with V. 12: "until he 
stands before the congregation." Note that these clauses are repeated without the pleonastic pronoun in 
v. 21, where they seem to be mere repetition and the relational aspect is perhaps not foregrounded . 

46. Other examples: Lev. 22: II (cf. also 12); Deut. 1:36 (cf. 38. 39); I Sam. 6:9; Isa. 38: 19; 59: 15; 
63:5; Ezek 18:4,20; 23:45; 44:3; Ps. 27:2 (ignoring the disjunctive accent after saray we'liyebay If); 
37:9; 101:6; Provo 11:28; 13:13; 19:2 1; 21 :29; 24:12; 28:26; 31:30 (cf. 10:22). Note the concentration 
in Proverbs, where the contrast activates the antithesis essential to the force of the proverb. 

47. Other examples: Josh . 22:23 (cf. 22:22); 23:5; Isa. 34: 16; 35:4; Provo 10:22; Neh. 2:20. 
48. I find the following examples: Gen. 14:24; 15:4; 44: 17; Exod. 12: 16; Deut. 1:30, 38, 39; Josh. 

22:22; Judg. 7:4; Isa. 33:22; Ezek. 36:7; 44: 15; 44:29. Two questions also seem to be contrastive: Isa. 
50:9; Jer. 49: 12. 

49. Or "rescue me" or "guide me" (yan/:lilnf); the sense of yena/:lifmunf, though disputed, is immate
rial to the point being made here. 
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generally build up in length before v. 4 and decreases in length after it. Verse 4a 
consists of a central clause, the very heart of the poem, /if) JfraJ rac, " I shall fear 
no harm," evoking the initial statement YHWH raJf, "it is YHWH who is my shep
herd,,;50 and two dependent clauses enveloping it, gam kf Jelek begiP .yalmawet 

... kf ::latta cimmiidf, "though I walk through death's dark valley . . . for You 
(Yourself) are with me." The latter phrase itself, so similar to the explanation of 
the Tetragammaton in Exodus 3, ::lehyeh cimmak, "\ shall be with you,,,SI evokes 
initial YHWH of v. 1. It is precisely at this point, the evocation of the divine 
name, that the poet turns the psalm from third to second person, from statement to 
direct address, "You Yourself." The pronoun Jattii is implicitly contrastive in the 
manner described above. The following clause, sib{ekii CtmisCantekii hemma yena

biimunf, is in apposition to kf ::latta cimmiidf and continues both the causal nuance 
and the emphasis on the pronoun, which here appears as the pronominal suffixes 
of the head terms. This example is instructive because it sheds light on the func
tion of the c1efting construction. Both causal nuance and implied emphasis would 
be present from the context even if the clause were unclefted: .l'ib{ekii tuni.l'calltekii 

yel1a~liimullf. The role of c1efting is to foreground them, to make sure we do not 
overlook them: "(for) it is Your rod and Your staff that comfort me" The valley is 
no ordinary valley, but then the shepherd is no common shepherd, His rod and 
staff no standard implements! 

A wareness of the subtle role of the c1efting pleonastic construction can also 
help to sharpen meaning in sentences without extended context. For example, 
Provo 22:9 (ob cayin ha::l yebarak / kf Illitan millahmo ladda/, "it is the generous 
man who is blessed, for he gave some of his bread to the poor." Like many prov
erbs, this statement probably contains a contrast, here implied. To the ancients 
divine blessing revealed itself, at least partially, in wealth; cf. Prov o 10:22 birkat 
YHWH hfJ taCiisfr, "it is YHWH's blessing that makes one rich." The contrast 
implied in ProVo 22:9 involves the paradox that the generous man's liberality, far 
from diminishing his wealth, only makes him richer. 52 It is perhaps not too bold to 
suggest a further contrastive nuance. Since "bless" also means "thank," the prov
erb may be intimating that the generous man stands in the place of God, as it 
were, as the recipient of the poor man's blessing.53 

50. Note the similarity to the related Ps. 27: I: "ariA, . . "fra". 
51. Cf. Deut. 31 :23: Josh . 1:5; 3:7; Jud. 6: 16. etc . 
52. This is also the traditional interpretation of Qoh. II: I. 
53. Three biblical sentences may represent an inversion of the verbal elefted construction: 

Num. 18:23 wecabad hallewf hlP "et "iibiidat "8hel maCed. " it is only the Levites who shall perform cul
tic service in the tent of assembly ," 
Isa. 7: 14 ltiken yillen "adona)' hu" lakem "at. "therefore it is my Lord who will give you a sign," 
Est. 9: I e aser) yi.mru hayyi'hudim hemma besiini'"fjhem. "it was the Jews who dominated their ene

mies." 
These three statements, apparently the only such in the Hebrew Bible. may simply represent an emphatic 
use of the personal pronoun (cf. also Driver, Treatise. 271). However. it may also be possible to view 
them as inversions of the verbal' clefled structure ; i.c,. as rearrangements of *ha/lewf lUI ' yac{/bod. 
*' udon<lY hi, ' yittell and *hayyehudfm /remma yi.ili'ru. respectively . Inversion in the first example may 
have been to assimilate the clause to the normal sequence of tenses by placing the verb first; the initial 
position of yitten in Isa. 7: 14 is surely to mark emphasis. because the context is highly contrastive. 
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VI 

Speculative, but suggestive, is the possibility that some unclefted verbal 
clauses with pleonastic pronouns may be influenced by the clef ted construction to 
the point of sharing its nuances. Reference is to clauses in the x PR y pattern in 
which the initial x term is not an extraposed subject of the verb but its object, 
direct or prepositional. In principle there seems to be little difference in meaning 
between a statement like Provo 30: 18 selOsa hemma niple:Ja mimmennf, "Three 
things there are that are too difficult for me to understand," in which the initial 
term is subject, and Provo 6:16 ses henna sane YHWH, "six things YHWH hates," 
or "six things there are that YHWH hates," in which the initial term is direct 
object. 54 This echoing of clefting may be termed "quasi-clefting." 

In some examples one can easily see that a nuance associated with the pleo
nastic clef ted construction is indeed required by the context, so that it is reason
able to suppose that the use of the pleonastic pronoun in "quasi-clefting" is 
explicable. A good example is Isa. 53:4 :Jaken holayena hU:J nasa:J. The contrast is 
between the former opinion of the speakers that the Suffering Servant's maladies 
were his own burden, just cause for shunning him, and their current recognition 
that his sufferings were vicarious atonement for their sins. The New JPS transla
tion captures the nuances through a cleft sentence: "Yet it was our sickness that he 
was bearing." The initial placement of the object confirms its emphatic status. The 
function of "quasi-clefting," marked by the pleonastic pronoun, may be to fore
ground the fact that specific emphasis is to be placed on the pronominal suffix, as 

Ahaz has refused a divine sign; nevertheless, the prophet says, God will give it l 

It is also possible that the pleonastic pronoun in Isa. 7: 14 highlights the pronominal suffix in the 

manner to be suggested below: "it is my Lord .... " Such emphasis seems required by context, for the 

suffix of 'adonay is not merely part of the divine name, as normally, but resumes the suffix of ' elOhay 
in v. 13; and, as many have noted, the latter contrasts strongly with ' elOheka of v. 10: "your 
God ... my God." Like emphatic 'ii[ohay, ' ado nay expresses the prophet's disgust with the king. 

Yet the possibilities of meaning in this famous verse are not yet exhausted; for the common transla

tion "the Lord Himself" makes good sense, either as explicit or implicit contrast involving divinity , of 

the type described above. The possibility of explicit contrast is raised by parallelism to the context of 
Isaiah 38, in which Isaiah offers a sign to Hezekiah. It is explicitly termed a "sign from YHWH" but is 
delivered by the prophet in the first person, ambiguously referring either to God or to himself: hinenf 
tnesfb . .. (v. 7). (Num. 20: I Off. shows how touchy the matter of the use of the first person in such con

texts should bel) In Isaiah 7, too, there may be an implied contrast between a sign delivered through the 

prophet, which Ahaz has refused, and a sign directly from YHWH. What the effective difference 
between the two might be is a matter for exegesis in this notoriously difficult passage. However, it is 
important to recognize that in such cases of multiple meaning, all justifiable linguistically , it is wrong 
to "choose" between competing interpretations. The literary meaning lies precisely in the interplay 

among them. 
Another example of the e1efted verbal construction is Lev. 25: II y6bel hi' senal ha(wmiSSfm sana 

lihyeh lakem (inverted from *y6bel hI' lihyeh 5enal haiJamissfm) , "it is a jubilee that the tlftieth year 
shall be to you." I am inclined to view this as a causal clause without conjunction, logically subordi
nated to what follows: "because the fiftieth year is a jubilee to you, you may not sow or reap .... " 

Support for this interpretation comes from kf y6bei hi' of v. 12. Note that 25: 10 y6bel hI' lihyeh iakem 
is not a cleft construction because hf' refers to senal haiJamiHim of lOa. 

54. Note also Ezek. 44:29, in which the initial term is casus pendens. 
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in Ps. 23:4, discussed above: "it was our sickness that he bore.,,55 Similar is Isa. 
53: II we Cawonotiim hi() yisbo/, "and it is their punishment that he suffered." This 
interpretation is altogether more pointed and powerful than one that places stress 
on the pleonastic pronoun itself, like that of NEB-"Yet on himself he bore our 
sufferings" -in which the sense of contrast, required by initial Jiiken, "but," is 
imperceptible. 

Other examples may not be so clear, but careful attention to context may indi
cate that there, too, stress placed on the pleonastic pronoun rather than on the ini
tial term misrepresents the intended nuance. For example, in Ezek. 33: 19, ciilehem 
hie yibyeh, is emphasis to be placed primarily on the initial term, "it is by them 
that he shall live," or on the pleonastic pronoun, "it is he who shall live by virtue 
of these things" (NJPS)? The context in fact contains three explicit contrasts: the 
righteous and wicked man (.yaddfq, riisln, their respective conduct: justice and 
righteousness vs. iniquity (mispii{ we.yedeq, ciiwel), and their respective punish
ments for reversing that conduct: death and life. However, examination of the 
immediately preceding context, 33: 17 -18, reveals that the prophet's specific aim is 
to refute the people's false notion that God's ways are unfair. On the contrary, he 
says, their ways may be unfair but God's conduct is perfectly intelligible and con
sistent. Every man gets what his conduct deserves (v. 20). If a formerly good man 
performs evil deeds, he dies because of them (v. 18). But if a wicked man repents 
and now commits just and right acts, it is by them that he will now be allowed to 
live. Conduct is the main point; hence the initial placement of prepositional 
ciilehem. It seems reasonable to see in the use of pleonastic haJ not stress on that 
pronoun, but quasi-clefting to foreground initial ciilehem, "it is by them that he 
shall live." Man's fate is determined solely by his conduct, a refutation of the peo
ple's accusation of unfairness and arbitrariness. The nuance is a fine one, but liter
ary understanding is molded by attention to such nice distinctions of language.56 

55. [n the case of 53:4 context makes the stress clear. [n 53: II stress on the suffix surely sharpens 
the meaning of the verse: "it was their punishment he bore." This stress highlights rabbim which pre· 
cedes. setting up a contrast with rabbim in v. 12 (note the concomitant pun: rabbim. "many. multitude," 
and rabbim, "mighty, great," paraliel to ciisumilll, "powerful." 

56. Other possible examples of "quasi·clefting" are: Num. 35: 19 (bepigct3); [sa. 63:9 (note the simi
larity to [sa. 59: 16, a ciefted example); Ezek. 12:27; Provo 3:34; 28: 10. It may be noted that in some 
examples, both ciefted and "quasi-clefted." stress seems to be specifically on the pronominal suffix of 
the initial term. This is probably always the case when the pleonastic pronoun is cognate with the 
suffix; i.e., the same person. number and gender. For example, [sa. 63:9 ("quasi-defted") bie ahiibdtt3 
11bhemliilo huo giPliIiim . "it was with His own love and mercy that he redeemed them." Similar exam
ples are Provo 6:32; 28: 10. Such examples may represent a coalescence of ciefting, or "quasi-clefting," 
and that "emphatic" use of the independent personal pronoun after a cognate suffix that is well attested 
in Hebrew (lIIalki ~c1ni, lIIalka hao. etc.; GKe §§ 135d-h). But, as stated above, this may also be the case 
even when the pronoun is not cognate with the suffix; e.g., Isa. 59: 16, so similar to 63:9 in context and 
nuance: we.fidqata hio .semiikiilhtl, "it was His own triumphant (arm) that supported Him" (following 
JPS translation). This seems to be similar to [sa. 53:4. I I, cited above. 

In such examples the pleonastic pronoun seems to be freeing itself. so to speak. from clefting. The ulti
mate result of this process may be observed in the use of enclitic, indeclinable hu~ in Syriac (T. Ntildeke, 
Syriac Grammar [London. 1904), 175). An extreme example in Hebrew is Ezek. II: J 5 liillu hF nitterla 
ha"iirq, "it is to us that the land is given" (note the anticipation of the subject; cf. Lev. 
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Appendix 

Included in this brief appendix are a few examples of the e1efted construction 
whose significance is uncertain, or simply of special literary interest. 

1. Gen. 2: 14 wehannahiir hiirebff hif) perat, "the (aforementioned) fourth 
river is the Euphrates." As the translation indicates, this example may be topical 
resumption . Verse 10 states that the great river of paradise breaks into four 
branches: "the name of the first is Pishon ... the name of the second river is 
Gihon . . . the name of the third river is Tigris .. . as for the (aforementioned) 
fourth river, it's the Euphrates ." It was the latter river that was known to Israel as 
the Great River, the farthest boundary of the Davidic realm. 57 The rather off-hand 
manner of its listing here must reflect the fact that an Israelite would naturally 
assume that this famous stream was one of the world rivers. It is so well-known 
that, unlike the other rivers it needs no further description . 58 

2. Isa. 45: 18 seems to be a long, complex sentence composed of several 
clauses. The first part contains two pleonastic pronouns: kf kBh Jamar YHWH I 
boreJ haHamayim hCtJ hiiJelBhim I yB.~er hiiJare.~ wecBsah hCtJ konenah. The 
structure seems to be similar to Ps . 100:3 dec(I ki YHWH hUJ hiiJeLBhfm hCtJ casanu 
weLBJ Jana/:!nu and Deut. 31:8 YHWH huJ hahOLek /epanekii haJ yihyeh cimmak 
(cf. also Gen. 42:6, discussed above). In these examples it seems possible to view 
the first pleonastic pronoun as anticipatory of the second. Translation with the 
English relative pronoun seems appropriate: Ps. 100:3: "know that it is YHWH 
(who is) God who made us, not we ourselves"; Deut. 31 :8: "it is YHWH (who is) 
the one who is going before you who will Himself be with you . ... " Isa. 45: 18 is 
more complex. The following rendering attempts to reflect something of the com
plex structure of the passage: "Thus says YHWH, creator of the skies who alone 
is God, the former and maker of the earth, who is the one who established it-not 
creating it a waste, but to be inhabited-I, YHWH, none other: 'Not in secret did 
I speak . . .. ", (This translation is close to that of NJPS and NEB). 

3. Isa. 47 :10 wattiblehf bedaCtek I Jamart Jen rBJanf /:!okmatek wedaCtek hiJ 

sobebiitekl wattBJmerf Jan! wPapsf c6d (reading bedaCtek with IQIs' for MT's 
beraCatek). The pleonastic construction here seems to be topically resumptive: 
"You trusted in your knowledge; you said, 'there is None to see me.' It is that very 

25: II, cited above). The context is definitely contrastive, but a clefted or even quasi -e1efted interpreta
tion as lana he ('iiser) nillenii ha' lire$ sounds most peculiar. One gets the impression that the force of 
the pronoun here is approaching that of Syriac indeclinable hil : it simply foregrounds the term that pre
cedes it; cf. Muraoka, Emphatic Words , 82. This may al so be the case in Ezek. 12: 12 yaCan ' {ISer 10' 
y ir'eh laCayin ha' 'et ha' lires. "because it is with his eye that he must not see the earth ." The clause is 
causal , but admittedly difficult. Still , the foregrounding of cayin is certainly appropri ate to the context 
of the symbolic action being performed by Ezekiel; cf. lifcellehem (vv . 3, 5. 6, 7-in vv . 5 and 6 in ini
tial position) . The deed is to be done in Israel's sight . and Ezekiel is contrasting Zedekiah, who will be 
blinded by the Babylonians. The e1ause may be inverted, for *laCayin Ita' /0' yir"eh. The irony is that 
Zedekiah's servants wrap up hi s face to hide him, so that he cannot even see the ground . falls into the 
trap and , after being actually blinded, goes off into exile in a land he litera lly " cannot see" (v . 13). The 
foregrounding of laCayin in 12: 12 is therefore meaningful in context , if not completely explicable . 

57. Cf. Muraoka. Emphatic Words , 72; and Rashi ad loc . 
58. Cf. Bendavid. Biblical Hebrew , 730. 
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(aforementioned) 'wisdom' and 'knowledge' that have led you astray, so that you 
said, 'I alone am supreme'!" However, the force of the passage lies in the implied 
contrast between the pride and confidence falsely engendered by Chaldean "wis
dom" and the doom of which it is to be the primary cause. The "wisdom" and 
"knowledge" in question are magic (v. 9), in which the Chaldeans placed their 
confidence, expecting it to avert disaster. Their "wisdom," they thought, 
approached divinity. It made them impregnable to divine punishment. But far 
from being a justified source of confidence, it is that very "wisdom" that will do 
them in in the form of calamities that cannot be charmed away. 

4 . Ezek. 44:24 wecal rIb hemma yaCiimeda lemispii( should mean "it is in 
lawsuits that they shall stand up for judgment." However, I can find no reason for 
a foregrounding of the initial phrase in this quasi-defted example-a foreground
ing indicated by word order as well as the use of the pronoun. Note that the LXX 
apparently read rfb diimfm or the like (haimatos), i.e., capital cases. Perhaps there 
is here an implicit contrast with the previous verse, which states that priests shall 
give "instruction" in regard to cultic matters. Verse 24 might then refer specifi
cally to the only type of civil case priests had jurisdiction over; but the legal role 
of the priesthood is unclear.59 

59. See R. de Vaux, Ancien/Israel (New York, 1961). 155. 




